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CROSSING THE WAAL AND CAPTURING NIJMEGEN BRIDGE

LITTLE OMAHA
By Mark Backhouse

The Waal River bridge presented a final major obstacle preventing 30 Corps from break-
ing through to Arnhem. Attacks on the bridge by American paratroopers, and later by 
British armoured troops, failed to make any headway against the bridge in a frontal 
assault. A rapid rethink was therefore required to take it. Time was against the attack-
ers, as it was critical for the Allied troops to open the crossing so as to relieve the hard-
pressed British Airborne troops in Arnhem. Desperate times called for desperate plans!

O n the 20th of September 1944 the 82nd Airborne Divi-
sion was tasked with capturing the bridge. Short on time, 
General Gavin, the divisional commander, ordered an 

assault straight across the River Waal to attack both the railroad 
and road bridges from the rear. This was to be spearheaded by two 
companies of the third battalion, 504th Parachute Infantry Regi-
ment. The men would be forced to row in broad daylight across 
the river exposed to German direct fire. To make matters worse 
the only boats they had available were flimsy, canvas structures 
built around a wooden frame, and the shortage of paddles meant 
many of the men were forced to row with the butts of their rifles.

The river was around 400 metres wide and had a strong current. 
On the north side some of the SS defenders were along the banks 
but the majority were dug in a further 180 metres or so from 
the river bank behind a dyke, meaning even if the Americans 
managed to survive the crossing they faced a wide exposed space 
of land before being able to close assault the German troops 
properly. Major Julian Cook, the commander of the 3rd battalion,  
played a pivotal role in the attack. Despite loudly reciting ‘Hail 
Marys’ in the crossing, he showed considerable cool in directing 
the boats and encouraging the men forward. For his role in the 
crossing he was awarded the Distinguished Service Cross.

H and I companies received heavy fire while they crossed. Only 
13 of the 26 boats used in the first wave reached the north bank, 
and only 11 returned to pick up the next wave of paratroopers, 
testimony to the intensity of the German firepower. Some cover-
ing fire was provided from the south bank by armoured elements 
of the Irish Guards in the form of some 10 Shermans. German 
fire from the north bank, including from an 88mm gun, quickly 
forced them to retire back into safety however, and several tanks 
were brewed up. The second and third waves of paratroopers 
re-enforced the depleted first attack and the Americans fought 
their way along the bank to capture the bridge from the north 
side. The defence was tenacious, and the men of 10th SS held on 
for several hours before being dislodged.

The attack was a success, but the human costs of the brazen attack 
were very high with some units suffering over 50% casualties. The 
attack was nicknamed ‘Little Omaha’ due to its similarity with the 

bloody beach assault a few months earlier. They were fortunate in 
that the bridge was not blown and by evening the first tanks of the 
Irish Guards of 30 Corps were able to race over the bridge. To the 
frustration of Cook and his troops, the tankers told him they had 
to wait for reinforcements before they could move to Arnhem. 
The 12-mile road to Arnhem was wide open at the time and Frost 
still (just)  held a bridgehead. Overnight, however, the Germans 
established a new defensive line in the middle, around Elst, and 
defeated the last of Frost’s holdouts the next morning. 

GAMING THE ATTACK
The crossing of the Waal would be best played out using a 
company or battalion level set of WW2 rules such as Flames of 
War, Rapid Fire or Battlegroup Normandy. If you do not have the 
resources for a whole battalion attack then a small part might 
provide the backdrop for a platoon based game, although the 
forces for it will need to be down scaled as appropriate. Two or 
three platoons of American paratroopers with a tank or two in 
support might be a reasonable game against an under-strength 
German platoon with a few additional assets using Chain of 
Command, Bolt Action or Rules of Engagement.

DEPLOYMENT
The American paratroopers deploy on the south bank in cover 
behind a raised dyke in front of the power station. The Irish 

A map of the area - note that the road bridge is to the east.
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Guards and 81mm mortars deploy slightly further back to the 
east, about a third of the way towards the railroad bridge.

The 10th SS troops may deploy up to one quarter of their troops 
dug in small foxholes close to the north river bank but at least 
three quarters, including the 88mm gun, must be positioned 
behind the dyke further back. These can also be partially dug in.

The boats should move at about walking speed while crossing. 
The river should take roughly four turns to cross, so you might 
want to tweak the movement to fit with this! Each boat should 
be able to hold a maximum of 10 men. The fast current of the 
Waal river should also mean that the boats are pulled westwards 
every move. Dicing for a few inches or centimetres depending 
on your ruleset, for each boat, works well here and has the effect 
of breaking up the cohesion of the American attack. Boats within 
close proximity of Major Cook might be allowed an additional 
boost to their movement to represent his continued encourage-
ment or might all drift the same amount representing how he was 
able to keep the cohesion of the attack together. Troops cross-
ing the river in the boats stand little chance of ‘going to ground’ 
as there was nowhere to hide and they were totally exposed. I 
would suggest if troops are ‘pinned’ they must continue to move 
until they reach the bank of the river on the north side where they 
become pinned instead. Only one company of troops has boats 
initially, the number of boats (or sections) destroyed in the first 
wave will reduce the number of boats available in the second 
wave. In games where individual figures are counted as casual-
ties such as Bolt Action or Rapid Fire a movement penalty might 
be incurred if over half the men on board are killed or wounded. 
In Flames of War or similar element-based rules that penalty can 
be incurred once down to a single base per boat. Boats can be 
represented by detailed purchased models, simple green card 
outlines cut to size, or with a bit more time and thought would be 
very easy to scratch build. A simple Google search will give you 
images to base your design on. Boats are destroyed only if all the 
men on board are killed or hit by accurate HE fire or similar. For 
the sake of simplicity, rifle fire is assumed to just add to the holes 
they probably already had before they started!

A preparatory bombardment by the 81mm mortars and the Sher-
man tanks on the south bank should be allowed before the game 

starts on the Germans. Depending on the rule set you use, most 
have rules for this. If not, just allow one turn of normal firing 
before the game starts. Try to make sure this has the ability to pin 
and disrupt the German defenders, but lacks the power to anni-
hilate and suppress them entirely. The Shermans and mortars may 
then continue to fire in an on-table role for the rest of the game. 
However, each turn they should roll 1d6 and on a roll of 5+ they 
have been forced to withdraw by German counter-fire.

OBJECTIVES
If you are fortunate enough to have a Waal bridge model or 
proxy available than this makes an obvious target to capture as 
an objective by the Americans. If however you do not have a suit-
able model, then simply exiting three unbroken units of Ameri-
cans from the eastern board edge on the northern side of the river 
should be sufficient to ‘capture’ the bridge. Depending on the 
scale of the game you are playing this could be sections, squads, 
or even platoons! A total victory should be achieved if they also 
manage to capture the railway viaduct north of the river.

The Germans simply need to hold the bridge for as long as possible. 
If they manage to delay the capture until nightfall then this would 
have been a significant delay in the Allied plans. This could be set 
at a certain number of turns (again the scale you use and the rule set 
will determine this), but it should be an evenings worth of gaming! 
The bridge itself was wired up with explosives, but they were under 
specific instructions not to blow them (or the wires had been cut 
by a Dutch resistance fighter as local hard-to-prove lore says). If for 
whatever reason it is destroyed then both sides lose!

A NOTE ON TROOP TYPES
The American paratroopers attacked ferociously. Despite not 
having jumped into Normandy, the 504th were veteran troops 
and highly motivated. Major Cook should count as a character 
in your rules capable of motivating troops and encouraging them 
forward. The British Guards tanks were well trained and experi-
enced, but slightly more cautious than the aggressive Americans.

The SS defenders were capable of putting up a reasonable 
fight and should be classed as trained and well motivated 
troops. Despite their SS tag, I would shy away from awarding 
them the super-elite status awarded in some rules sets. WS&S

THE FORCES AVAILABLE

American First Wave
•	 3rd battalion 504th PIR led by Major Cook
•	 H Company – 3 Platoons + Command section
•	 I Company – 3 Platoons + Command section
•	 C company 307th Airborne Engineers  

manning the 26 boats

American Second and later Waves
•	 1st battalion 504th PIR
•	 A Company – 3 Platoons + Command section
•	 B Company – 3 Platoons + Command section
•	 C Company – 3 Platoons + Command section

American Support
•	 Airborne 81mm mortar platoon
•	 Irish Guard 10 Sherman tanks

Germans
•	 One under strength SS Company comprising two 

panzer grenadier platoons + Command section.
•	 1 88mm Flak gun

German support
Possibility of a German tank (Probably a Panzer IV H) deploy-
ing from the north bank bridge-end on a D6 roll of 6 on any 
turn when the Americans have troops on the north bank.
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